Pointwise bounds for characters of representations of the compact, connected, simple, exceptional Lie groups are obtained. It is a classical result that if ¼ is a central, continuous measure on such a group, then ¼ dim G is absolutely continuous. Our estimates on the size of characters allow us to prove that the exponent, dimension of G, can be replaced by approximately the rank of G. Similar results were obtained earlier for the classical, compact Lie groups.
Introduction
In 1972, Ragozin [7] proved the striking fact that if G was any compact, connected, simple Lie group and ¼ was a central, continuous measure on G, then ¼ dim G ∈ L 1 .G/ (the product here being convolution). One consequence of this result is that it implies that if g is not in the centre of the group, then Tr ½.g/= deg ½ → 0 as the degree of the representation ½ tends to infinity (see [10] ). Ragozin's result was first improved by one of the authors in [2] where it was shown that if g was not in the centre of the group, then and that if k > dim G=2 and ¼ was any central, continuous measure, then ¼ k ∈ L 1 .G/. In [3] sharp estimates on the rate of decay of Tr ½.g/= deg ½ were found for the classical Lie groups. The precise rate depends on the Lie group type, but in each Kathryn E. Hare and Karen Yeats [2] case the sharp exponent in the formula above is −O.1= rank G/. This result implies that ¼ k ∈ L 1 .G/ for all central, continuous measures ¼ provided k is approximately rank G.
In this paper we obtain similar estimates for the exceptional Lie groups. To be precise, we obtain the following result: THEOREM 1.1. Suppose G is one of the five compact, exceptional Lie groups G 2 , F 4 , E 6 , E 7 1=.n − 1/ if G = E n ; n = 6; 7; 8;
We have not been able determine if these estimates are sharp, however, we can use them to improve upon Ragozin's result.
COROLLARY 1.2. If ¼ is any central, continuous measure on one of the compact, exceptional Lie groups G, then ¼
n ∈ L 1 .G/ if G = E n with n = 6; 7; 8,
To contrast this with Ragozin's result we recall that the dimensions of the exceptional groups are: Type G 2 F 4 E 6 E 7 E 8 Dimension 14 52 78 133 248:
In Section 2 of this paper we explain our notation. Section 3 is devoted to proving the theorem for E 8 . In Section 4 we give the proofs for the groups E 6 , E 7 , F 4 and G 2 . The corollary and applications are discussed in Section 5.
Notation
Let G be a compact, connected, simple Lie group and let W be its Weyl group. The positive roots associated with the base of simple roots 1 will be denoted by 8 + , T will denote the torus associated with 8, the fundamental dominant weights relative to 1 will be denoted by ½ 1 ; : : : ; ½ n , and 3 + will be the set of all dominant weights. The set 3 + is in a 1-1 correspondence with the dual object G; ¦ ½ ∈ G is indexed by its highest weight ½ ∈ 3 + . The degree of ¦ ½ will be denoted by d ½ . We set ² = n j=1 ½ j . According to the Weyl dimension formula [11] the degree of ½ is given by
For general facts about root systems we refer the reader to [4] .
Given g ∈ T we let 8.g/ = {Þ ∈ 8 : Þ.g/ ∈ 2³ } and let 8 is bounded over all ½, then
Thus in order to find pointwise bounds on the trace functions off the centre of G it is useful to understand the structures of the subroot systems properly contained in 8 and how they are affected by the action of the Weyl group. This was the approach (successfully) undertaken in [3] for the classical groups.
In this paper we are interested in the exceptional Lie groups G 2 , F 4 , E 6 , E 7 and E 8 . The root systems and bases we take follow the convention of Humphreys [5] and are summarized below for the convenience of the reader. Note that in type G 2 we [4] Table 1) . It clearly suffices to analyze those subroot systems which are maximal in the sense that there is no other proper subroot system containing that system. Thus it suffices to show that
is uniformly bounded over ½ for 8 + any maximal positive subroot system. The diagrams of these subroot systems are subdiagrams of the extended diagram of the original root system. The extended diagrams can be found in the appendix. Note that the additional vertex, labelled 0, is identified with the highest root Þ 0 which is equal to e 1 +e 2 −2e 3 in G 2 , e 1 +e 2 in F 4 , e 7 +e 8 in E 8 , e 7 −e 8 in E 7 and 1 2 .
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i =1 e i −e 6 −e 7 +e 8 / in E 6 .
Proof of Theorem 1.1 for the group E 8
The technique used in [3] to estimate the size of the characters of the classical groups involved finding the positive roots associated with maximal subroot systems by considering the Weyl conjugates of the (standard) bases corresponding to subdiagrams of the extended diagrams. This method does not appear to work well with these exceptional groups because their Weyl groups are very cumbersome and so a different approach seems needed.
We will begin with E 8 as this is the most difficult case. The maximal proper subroot systems are of types Our approach will be to consider the set of roots þ such that .½ i ; þ/ = 0 for the fundamental dominant weights ½ i , i = 1; : : : ; 8, and to show that a suitable selection of these do not belong to any maximal positive subroot system 8 + . It is useful to express the fundamental dominant weights ½ i in terms of the standard basis vectors e i of Ê 8 : .e 8 + e 7 + 6 k=1 ±e k / have an even number of minus signs. Let S 8 be the set of positive roots þ for which .½ 8 ; þ/ = 0 and let S 0 be the set of positive roots for which .½ i ; þ/ = 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; 7. Notice that S 8 contains S as well as the elements
i =1 e i ; e 7 ± e i : i = 1; : : : ; 6 ;
and hence has cardinality at least 57. The set S 0 contains S and the elements
where there are either one or three minus signs in the sum and therefore has at least 59 elements. If 8 + is any of the maximal positive subroot systems other than D 8 or [6] E 7 × A 1 , then the cardinality of 8 + is at most 39 and hence there must be at least 18 positive roots in S i 8 + , i = 0; 8. The sets S 8 and S 0 have the feature that there is a constant c > 0 such that if either k = 8 and þ ∈ S 8 , or k = 8 and þ ∈ S 0 , then .² + ½; þ/ ≥ cm k . Hence, for any s < 1,
As .² + ½; Þ/ ≤ O.m k / for any positive root Þ, we obtain the estimate
and this is bounded provided s ≤ 1=4.
The two remaining types of proper subroot systems, D 8 and E 7 × A 1 , seem to be too large to obtain good bounds by such elementary methods. Instead, we will analyze the size of .8
+ / ∩ S more carefully, taking into account the possible inner products which can arise between elements of S.
Consider the elements of S, 
Notice that x i j + y i j = v and .v; Þ/ = 1 for all Þ ∈ S . As inner products of roots are integral valued, the only possible inner products of roots in E 8 can be 0; ±1; ±2, with the latter occuring only if the two roots coincide or are negatives of one another. It follows from these remarks that for all Þ ∈ S {x i j ; y i j }, either .x i j ; Þ/ = 0 and .y i j ; Þ/ = 1, or .x i j ; Þ/ = 1 and .y i j ; Þ/ = 0. Also, note .x i j ; y i j / = −1.
We will be able to exploit this property by making use of the observation that two subroot systems of the same type have the same set of inner products, and the set of inner products of their positive roots can differ only by sign. Thus in making arguments which depend only on inner products up to sign (as we will do for the remaining two cases) we need only consider how the elements of a particular subroot system of the required type can 'play the role' of the elements of S . Therefore we may as well assume the subroot system of type D 8 was formed by removing Þ 1 and so has positive roots {e i ± e j : 1 ≤ j < i ≤ 8}, and that the subroot system of type E 7 × A 1 was formed by removing Þ 8 and so its positive roots are e 7 + e 8 and the [7] Size of characters 239 standard set of positive roots for E 7 as described in Section 2. We will let 8 + 0 denote these particular positive subroot systems.
Our goal is to find an upper bound for the number of elements of 8 + 0 which can play the role of elements in S . Since S consists of the 15 pairs x i j ; y i j and 13 other elements, if 8 + 0 contains more than 28 elements of S there must be a pair Þ; þ ∈ 8 + 0 taking the role of a pair x i j ; y i j . This means that .Þ; þ/ = ±1 and any other element, − ∈ 8 + 0 , playing the role of an element of S must have the property that inner product of one of Þ or þ with − is zero and the other is modulus one. By counting the number of − ∈ 8 + 0 which has this property we will obtain an upper bound on the size of 8
The following lemma will make it easy to count the number of such − . and therefore the number of such − is constant over all these pairs.
So it suffices to consider one choice of pair. For E 7 it is convenient to choose Þ = 1 2 e 8 − e 7 − e i + 6 =1;` =i e` and þ = 1 2 e 8 − e 7 + e i − 6 =1;` =i e` . Then = Þ + þ = e 8 − e 7 . It is easy to check that . ; e i ± e j / = 0 if 1 ≤ j < i ≤ 6, . ; / = 2 and . ; − / = 1 for the remaining 32 elements in the positive root system of E 7 . Hence the number of such − is 30, showing that there are at most 32 elements of S among the positive roots of E 7 (these 30 and the pair Þ; þ). As the positive root of A 1 is orthogonal to every element of E 7 it cannot belong to S, and therefore there can be at most 33 of the positive roots in E 7 × A 1 contained in S.
For D 8 choose Þ = e 1 − e 2 , þ = e 2 − e 3 and = e 1 − e 3 . Then . ; − / = ±1 if and only if − = e 1 ± e j , j = 1; 3, or e j ± e 3 , j = 1; 3 (where in either case we mean the positive root) or − = . Consequently, − ∈8 + |. ; − /| − 4 = 22. Thus if there is a pair playing the role of x i j ; y i j , then there can be at most 24 elements in 8 + 0 ∩ S and otherwise there can be at most 28 elements.
In all cases, it follows that there must be at least 11 elements of S not in the positive subroot system, thus we can conclude that
This is bounded if s ≤ 1=7, completing the proof of the theorem for type E 8 .
The other exceptional groups
4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1 for E 6 For E 6 and E 7 we have not been able to find a suitable pattern in the inner product table which we could exploit. Instead, we will use the fact the definition of 8.g/ ensures that any integral linear combination of roots of 8.g/, which is also a root, must belong to 8.g/. In particular, this implies that if the set of roots generated by some subset (under integral linear combinations) is larger than the given proper subroot system 8.g/, then the set itself cannot be completely contained in 8.g/. By applying this argument to the subsets S i = {þ ∈ 8 + : .½ i ; þ/ = 0}, where ½ i , i = 1; : : : ; 6 denote the fundamental dominant weights we will again be able to argue that a suitable number of elements of S i are not in 8 + .g/ and thus bound (2.4).
We recall that the fundamental dominant weights can be expressed in terms of the e j as follows: Put also
±e i : 0 or 2 minus signs in sum : [9] Size of characters 241
The sets S i can be described as follows: 
:
This is bounded for s ≤ 1=5. This leaves three cases, k = 1; 2; 6, which will be settled by the generating subsets argument briefly outlined above. We will show that in these cases, as well, at least five elements of S k are not in the proper subroot system 8 + .g/, so that the calculation above can still be invoked to show s ≤ 1=5 is sufficient.
Roots of the form e i ± e j we will call standard and the others, peculiar. Observe that any set generated by the standard roots {e i0 + e j : j ∈ I } (or {e i0 − e j : j ∈ I }) for some i 0 = ∈ I , together with a single root e i0 − e j (respectively, e i0 + e j ) for some j ∈ I , will contain {e i ± e j : i; j ∈ I ∪ {i 0 }}. We will refer to this set as a standard D n , with n = |I | + 1, on the letters I ∪ {i 0 } (or, simply, a standard D n if it is on the letters {1; 2; : : : ; n}). For example, by considering differences of elements of S one can readily see that the set generated by S contains a standard D 4 .
Our strategy will be to show that any subset of S k , consisting of all but four of its elements, will generate a standard D 5 . We can assume 8 + .g/ also contains at least 3 elements of S (for otherwise we are done), none of which are in the standard D 5 . This forces 8
+ .g/ to have at least 23 elements which is impossible as the largest proper positive subroot system of E 6 has only 20 elements.
We consider each S k separately. S 6 : If all the peculiar elements of S 6 belong to 8 + .g/ (we will say we remove no peculiar elements), then all of S and at least one element of the form e 5 ± e i , i = 1; : : : ; 4, must belong to 8 + .g/. This set generates a standard D 5 which, as we remarked above, is not possible.
If we remove no standard elements, then we can generate a standard D 5 by the roots {e 5 ± e i : i = 1; : : : ; 4}.
Otherwise we remove 1, 2 or 3 peculiar roots. Then we keep either all e 5 + e i or all e 5 − e i for i belonging to a three element subset I of {1; : : : ; 4}, and a root e 5 − e i (respectively, e 5 + e i ) for one index i ∈ I . These generate a standard D 4 on the letters I ∪ {5}. If k is the missing index we can find two peculiar elements from among the remainder which differ at this index, and using these we can generate a standard D 5 .
S 2 : If we remove at most one peculiar root we keep either all of S or all of the elements 1 2 e 8 − e 7 − e 6 − e 5 + 4 k=1 ±e k with one negative sign in the sum. As well, we keep at least one e i + e j for i; j ∈ {1; : : : ; 4}. By taking differences of these elements we can generate a standard D 4 . As we keep peculiar roots with both ±e 5 , a standard D 5 can be obtained.
Otherwise, at most two standard roots are removed. Then there must be four roots of the form e i + e j , j = i , for some fixed i and at least one other root of the form e j + e k , j; k = i . But then e i − e k is in the generated set and consequently the set generates a standard D 5 .
S 1 : If at most one peculiar root with a −e 5 term is removed, then we are left with either all of the peculiar roots 1 2 e 8 − e 7 − e 6 − e 5 + 4 k=1 ±e k with one minus sign in the sum and one with three minus signs, or vice versa. These roots generate a standard D 4 . Since there is also a peculiar root kept with a +e 5 term, we generate a standard D 5 .
If at most one peculiar root with a +e 5 term is removed we are left with (at least) one of 1 2 .e 8 − e 7 − e 6 + e 5 − 4 k=1 e k / or 1 2 e 8 − e 7 − e 6 + 5 k=1 e k . This root, together with those remaining in S and a peculiar root with a −e 5 term, generate a standard D 5 .
Finally, if we remove two peculiar roots with a +e 5 and two with −e 5 , then from the remaining elements with a −e 5 term we can take either 3 elements with one minus sign in the sum, along with one other element which is negative in the position 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 which none of the first 3 are negative in, or 3 elements with three minus signs in the sum, along with one other element which is positive in the position which none of the first 3 are positive in. These 4 elements generate a standard D 4 and since there is also a peculiar root with a +e 5 term, again we produce a standard D 5 . 7 A similar argument can be used for E 7 . A simple calculation shows that the fundamental dominant weights are given by For the remaining cases, k = 1; 2; 6; 7, we can show that there must be at least 8 elements of S k not in the subroot system 8 + .g/ by using the same basic reasoning as in E 6 . This will prove s ≤ 1=7 suffices for all cases.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 for E
We proceed by contradiction and so assume that at least 9 elements of S will belong to 8
+ .g/. If we can prove there is a standard D 6 in 8 + .g/, then as none of these belong to S this will imply 8 + .g/ contains at least 39 elements and gives the required contradiction.
Any set containing all but three of the elements of S will generate a standard D 5 . Together with any peculiar element with a −e 6 term, or an element of the form e 6 ± e i , (at least one of which we can find among the elements in S k ∩ 8 + .g/), a standard D 6 is produced. Consequently, at least four elements of S must not belong to 8 + .g/. A similar argument shows that at least four elements from S 1 S must not belong to the positive subroot system, thus at least eight elements of S 1 are not in 8 + .g/. For S 7 we note that any set of all but three elements of {e 6 ± e i : i ∈ {1; : : : ; 5}} will contain a subset of the form e 6 + e i , where e i = ±e i and i runs over four values out of {1; 2; 3; 4; 5}, as well as an element e 6 − e j for one choice of j chosen from the values of i . These five elements generate D 5 on the letter 6 and the four letters taken on by the index i . By choosing two peculiar elements from S 7 ∩ 8 + .g/ which differ at the missing index we generate a standard D 6 . This proves 8 elements from S 7 are not contained in the subroot system. For the cases S 2 and S 6 a simple cardinality argument shows at least 6 elements are not in the subroot system, but similar reasoning to that above will yield the desired improvement. 4 The same technique can be used for F 4 , as well. Recall that the fundamental dominant weights are ½ 1 = e 1 + e 2 , ½ 2 = 2e 1 + e 2 + e 3 , ½ 3 = .3e 1 + e 2 + e 3 + e 4 /=2 and ½ 4 = e 1 REMARK. We note that this is the best result that can be obtained using this technique as the standard roots of S 1 all belong to a standard B 4 and there are only four peculiar roots in S 1 . G 2 The arguments for G 2 are very simple. We note that ½ 1 = e 3 − e 2 and ½ 2 = 2e 3 − e 1 − e 2 , thus if
Proof of Theorem 1.1 for F

Proof of Theorem 1.1 for
The maximal subroot systems in G 2 have either 2 or 3 positive roots. By simply counting leftover terms in the set S i corresponding to the ½ i with the largest coefficient we obtain the desired result.
REMARK. In [3] the optimal rate of decay of the characters was determined for the classical Lie groups. One step in establishing this was to prove that det w sign Þ∈8 + .g/ .² + ½; w.Þ// exp i .² + ½; w.g// was constant over all w ∈ W , for an appropriate g ∈ G and suitable number of representations ½. We have not been able to determine if this is true with the exceptional groups. We will simply write ¼. 
Smoothness of convolution powers of central measures
PROOF. The proof is essentially the same as [2, Theorem 11], but uses the stronger results obtained in the proposition above.
Note that the corollary stated in the introduction is a special case.
